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“Let’s try and throw it far tonight, you gonna show off tonight?” asked a loose but 
confident Team NC athlete Storm Hall to his equally assured teammate 
Lawrence Shamberger. The two nodded at each other, smiled and then went to 
work trying to win a medal in the mini javelin event, a very new event for both of 
them.   

“We introduced the mini javelin at the Special Olympics NC Summer Games,” said 
Special Olympics Team NC Athletics Coach Roachel Laney.  “We have four athletes 
competing in it at the 2014 USA Games.  It’s been fun to coach them since its all 
new to them and they picked up on the techniques and really found some 
success.”

Both Hall and Shamberger did indeed show off 
at the Princeton University track.  They each won 

the gold medal with their powerful throws.  Teammates  Ashley Parrish 
and Anna Coleman also found success on the national stage in the mini 
javelin. In just a month, they all learned the correct techniques and found a 
new event they love. 

“The mini javelin is thrown not with arm strength but rather with the big 
muscles of the body. So your legs have to follow through and then your 
arm will come with that,” explained Coach Laney.  “So if you bring that hip 
through it’s going to increase your distance and I think this is really going 
to grow. And I know they love it!  It’s fun and it’s something different.”

Coach Laney believes they min javelin will take off in popularity in the 
future and will be a great athletics event for those athletes who may not 
like to run but can certainly throw. 

Team NC Takes Up Mini Javelin
Four athletes try a new sport and find great success in New Jersey. 

Storm Hall flashes a smile after 
receiving his gold medal in the 

mini javelin.  

Anna Coleman practices the mini 
javelin before competition begins.

Team NC soccer receives their gold medals. 



 

Aquatics                               

Basketball vs. Pennsylvania

Bowling - Awards

Closing Ceremonies

9 a.m. - 12 p.m.                      

8 a.m. 

10 a.m. 

7 p.m. 

Denunzio Pool, Princeton Univ.                  

The Hun School

Yvonne Theater, Rider University

Sun Center
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Olympic swimmer Dara Torres 
(c) poses with Team NC swimmer 

Chris West (r) and Coach Amy 
Clark. 

Sammy Flores celebrates his triathlon 
gold on the meda stand.

Darius Robinson pedals 
his way to a silver medal 

in the 15k road race. 

Dena Robbins is all smiles before her 2k time trial. 

Storm Hall waves hi to his 
family in NC!

Kristin and Chris show off their silver 
medals from singles tennis. 

Roger Johnson has his winning 
smile checked at a Healthy 

Athletes screening. 

Team NC golf takes in 
the sights on their dinner 

cruise. 

Team NC bocce athletes show off their 
singles competition awards! 

Tjuana James proudly 
shares her powerlifting 

ribbons. 


